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NASA CAUGHT “ADJUSTING” GLOBAL
TEMPERATURE GRAPH — AGAIN
 JULY 20, 2021   CAP ALLON

Geologist Dr. Roger Higgs (DPhil, Oxford, Geology, of
geoclastica.com) has just released a new takedown of the
anthropogenic global warming scam. Below is a
summation of his �ndings–which you can �nd in full over
at ResearchGate (Technical Note 2021-5).

In what Dr Higgs calls yet another manipulation of the
data, in early 2021, NASA discreetly lowered the 2016
global average temperature –previously the highest on
record– to make the year 2020 seem like the hottest.

NASA play these ‘games of adjustment’ all the time, and
each and every time, without fail, their tweaks support the
man-made global warming narrative.
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Below are copies of NASA’s 1880-2020 global
temperature chart ‘before & after’ their most recent
“adjustment”: 

data.giss.nasa.gov

And here’s a closer look: 

[data.giss.nasa.gov]

This is a subtle change, but one crucial to maintaining the
AGW narrative.

By reducing 2016’s annual temperature, government
bodies have taken control of reality — they are able to
fool the unquestioning masses into believing global

http://polarportal.dk/en/sea-ice-and-icebergs/sea-ice-thickness-and-volume/
http://polarportal.dk/en/greenland/surface-conditions/
https://electroverse.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/wolfjmms-13.png
https://i2.wp.com/electroverse.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/NASA-charts.png?ssl=1
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average temperatures are linearly increasing and have
increased since 2016, when the very opposite is true.

In actual reality –where those that apply critical thinking
and logic reside– Earth’s temperature has dropped by
approx. 0.7C since 2016 — this plunge is best re�ected in
datasets which aren’t subject to government data-
fudging adjustments, such as the UAH satellite, which is
maintained by former NASA scientist Dr. Roy Spencer: 

But those ‘mainstream’ datasets see the decline, too —
just to a lesser degree: 

How is this for disingenuity bordering on dishonesty? asks

Despite MSM lies and exaggerations, Earth’s
Average Temperature Fell BELOW the 30-Year
Baseline in June

The “bigger picture” is what the climate alarmists tell us to look at, and the
bigger picture reveals GLOBAL COOLING.

 10 Electroverse

Five Major Datasets show Global Cooling, as
Carbon Brief is Caught Lying to the Public
Climate Change headlines are built around narratives, not facts. Most sheeple
are easily fooled by illogically-linear charts and phony correlations.
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Dr. Roger Higgs, putting it politely.

A NASA statement released Jan 14, 2021 informed the
world that the globally averaged temperature in 2020 was
“slightly warmer than 2016.”

“The last seven years have been the warmest on record,
typifying the ongoing and dramatic warming trend,” said
GISS Director Gavin Schmidt at the time, who added: “As
the human impact on the climate increases, we have to
expect that records will continue to be broken.”

The infamous Dr Schmidt did not mention the altered
2016 data-point; or that 2016 still included the highest
monthly temperature on record (red circle below); or the
overall cooling trend seen since Feb 2016 (blue arrow
below), which is continuing today. 

Somehow, even though NASA’s own Land-Ocean monthly
chart appears to show stark cooling since 2016 (above),
the agency’s annual sets –the ones the MSM use and
promote– show warming (below)… 

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/147794/2020-tied-for-warmest-year-on-record
https://i2.wp.com/electroverse.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/NASA-charts-2.png?ssl=1
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Below I’ve included a cringeworthy interview with
NASA’s Gavin Schmidt from 2013.

Schmidt only agreed to speak if it “wasn’t a debate” —
and while I urge you watch the entire video, particularly
the parts with the excellent Dr Roy Spencer (a real climate
scientist btw), skip to 1:46 and then to 5:39 if you’re
interested in Schmidt’s “la la la, I’m not listening to you”
evading tactics. 

Here we have NASA �at-out refusing to debate an issue
which supposedly negatively impacts every living
organism on the planet–and 2013 should be considered

https://i2.wp.com/electroverse.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/NASA-charts-3.png?ssl=1
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the ‘good old days’; today, in 2021, the climateers have
worked a position where so-called ‘skeptics’ have no
platform at all. 

And guess which MSM outlet was among the first to
trumpet NASA’s Jan 14 announcement?

Yes, it was left-wing ultra-alarmist The Guardian who on
the exact same day ran the headline: “2020 was hottest
year on record by narrow margin, Nasa says.” 

Look for Dr Roger Higgs’ next Technical Note, 2021-6,
over at ResearchGate, due next week.

Or check out his previous slides HERE, which prove that
NASA wildly overstated the 1975-2020 ‘global warming’.

Our star, the Sun, drives global warming, concludes Dr
Higgs; not CO2. 

The COLD TIMES are returning, the mid-latitudes are
REFREEZING, in line with the great conjunction,
historically low solar activity, cloud-nucleating Cosmic

NASA’s “Smoking Gun” of Climate Fraud
NASA have cooled the past so as to create a fake modern warming trend
that correlates almost-perfectly with rising atmospheric CO2 levels. Here is

the proof…

 0 Electroverse

NASA and NOAA “adjust” Temperature Data: raw
measurements show the U.S. has been COOLING
since the 1930s

Don’t fall for the agenda-driving lies spouted by power-hungry politicians
and cock-and-bull pop-scientists — our planet is COOLING.
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Rays, and a meridional jet stream �ow (among other
forcings).

Both NOAA and NASA appear to agree, if you read between
the lines, with NOAA saying we’re entering a ‘full-blown’
Grand Solar Minimum in the late-2020s, and NASA
seeing this upcoming solar cycle (25) as “the weakest of
the past 200 years”, with the agency correlating previous
solar shutdowns to prolonged periods of global
cooling here.

Furthermore, we can’t ignore the slew of new scienti�c
papers stating the immense impact The Beaufort
Gyre could have on the Gulf Stream, and therefore the
climate overall. 

Prepare accordingly— learn the facts, relocate if need be,
and grow your own. 

Social Media channels are restricting Electroverse’s
reach: Twitter are purging followers while Facebook are
labeling posts as “false” and have slapped-on crippling
page restrictions.

So, be sure to subscribe to receive new post noti�cations
by email (the box is located in the sidebar >>> or scroll down
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 DMI datasets reveal Arctic Summers
were warmer back in the 1950s/60s
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if on mobile).

Please also consider disabling ad blockers for
electroverse.net, if you use one.

And/or become a Patron, by clicking
here: patreon.com/join/electroverse.

The site receives ZERO funding, and never has.

So any way you can, help us spread the message so others
can survive and thrive in the coming times. 
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Alan Burdon
  July 20, 2021 at 10:10 am

So according to Dr. Roger Higgs, the 100 year lag from the
e�ects of solar magnetism, which peaked at a Grand
Maximum in 1991, will see temperatures rise until 2090 with a
3 metre rise in sea level. 
How does that �t with the correlation of the GSM and a mini
ice-age?

Reply

Charles Casaburi
  July 20, 2021 at 3:50 pm

For 85% of the history of this planet there were no polar ice
caps because it was warmer much warmer than now. Global
warming assuming it is occurring at all may be nothing more
than a return to a normal climate.

Reply

Harold W Asmis
  July 20, 2021 at 4:34 pm

Yea, we can always count on nasa. They started the whole
thing of greenhouse gases, as though we were living on Venus.
They can’t stop now, since they have other huge errors.
Somebody might actually question them! Now, I’ve got noaa
not wanting to process my one stable tide gauge that shows
sea levels going down. blah.
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